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 Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) is a neurodegenerative disease associated 
with repeated traumatic brain injury (TBI). CTE is characterized by an assortment of 
cognitive and behavioral changes or deficiencies, but its diagnosis can only be confirmed 
upon autopsy by the presence of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) of the protein tau in 
patients’ brains. While CTE is not the only neurodegenerative disease in which tau 
accumulates in NFTs, it is unique with respect to the localization of NFTs within the 
architecture of the brain. In CTE, NFTs tend to cluster in the sulcal depths of the brain or 
in perivascular regions surrounding blood vessels, as opposed to a more diffuse dispersion 
of NFTs in the brain, as seen in Alzheimer’s disease.  
In this work, using computational modeling, we find that the preferred localization 
of NFTs within the sulcal depths and perivascular regions of CTE patient brains are a result 
of high deformation during TBI. We provide direct evidence that cell-scale mechanical 
deformation can elicit tau pathologies and functional synaptic deficits in neurons. The 
mechanical energy associated with these deformations alone can induce tau mislocalization 
to dendritic spines in primary hippocampal neurons harvested from neonatal rat pups. 
These cell-scale changes are mediated by hyperphosphorylation of tau and can be reversed 
with a genetic tau deletion or through the pharmacological inhibition of GSK3𝛽 and CDK5 
kinases before injury. 
Additionally, we investigate the role that neuronal architecture within the brain 
plays in determining the tauopathic and functional synaptic consequences of TBI. Using a 
standard viscoelastic solid material model and an image-based quantification of neuronal 
orientation, we correlated the work density in a neuron during a TBI simulation with 
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experimentally-derived tau mislocalization quantifications. Taken together, the results of 
this work represent an important step forward in the understanding of the cell-scale 
consequences of TBI, while also providing a potential therapeutic pathway for the 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Significance 
TBI has become a critical public health concern due to an increased awareness of 
its potential to cause long-term neurological deficits. It is estimated that there are 1.6 to 3.8 
million TBIs in the US annually and 5.3 million Americans are living with a disability 
stemming from a TBI (1–4). The most common causes of TBI are falls, being struck by an 
object, and motor vehicle crashes, but much of the current interest in TBI is due to 
observations of long-term neurodegenerative pathologies in athletes and Armed Forces 
servicemembers and veterans (1). The emergence of CTE diagnoses upon autopsy of 
former professional athletes provides a link between long-term repetitive TBI and memory 
deficits, behavioral changes, and neurodegenerative traits (5–9).  Combat-related TBI 
incidence has risen in recent years due to the widespread use of improvised explosive 
devices in current theatres of war(10–12). TBI during a servicemember’s most recent 
deployment is the strongest predictor of post-deployment post-traumatic stress disorder 
(13, 14).  Additionally, servicemembers who survive TBI are significantly more at risk for 
AD, Parkinson’s Disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, CTE, and frontotemporal dementia 
(FTD) (15–20). Although the cognitive effects of CTE and its gross pathology have been 
well-documented, there is still a limited understanding of the mechanism of TBI injury at 





1.2 Traumatic brain injury 
TBI is characterized by the mechanism of injury; blast TBI, closed head TBI, and 
penetrating TBI in which an object penetrates the skull and physically lacerates brain 
tissue. Here, we will focus on blast and closed head TBI. In blast TBI, pressure waves that 
encounter the human body reflect from it and diffract around it, creating complex and non-
uniform elastic and shear deformations throughout the body and brain (21, 22). Closed 
head TBI damage is mainly caused by the brain impacting the inside of the skull due to 
rapid acceleration or deceleration of the head. The human brain is protected by several 
membranes, and is also suspended in cerebrospinal fluid within the skull to cushion against 
impacts, but brain deformations and stress/strain/shear are typically caused by a single 
compressive force on the outer brain surface (23). This compressive force obviously causes 
compression, but due to the brain’s incompressibility on short timescales, tensional and 
shear forces are also created, and are much more damaging (21, 24). Although there is no 
consensus on the mechanism, it is agreed upon in the brain injury field that sustaining 
multiple concussions puts patients at risk for longer recovery times, worsened symptoms, 
a higher risk for future concussions, and a predisposition to CTE (9, 25, 26), likely due to 
some combination of inflammatory, metabolic, and physical/mechanical damage in the 
brain (23, 27, 28) 
 
1.3 Neurons 
 Neurons are signal transmission cells in the nervous system tasked with receiving 
input signals and transmitting output signals both chemically and electrically. Neurons 
typically consist of a cell body or soma, an axon for transmitting signals, and dendrites that 
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receive signals from other neurons (29). Dendrites branch from the soma and form a dense 
dendritic tree that receives electrochemical signals from multiple other neurons (29). 
Dendrites are lined with button-shaped protrusions known as dendritic spines that serve as 
the actual location of the signal transmission, or synapse, between two neurons (30, 31). 
Axons transmit efferent signals from the soma. Axon shafts are insulated with myelin, a 
fatty sheath produced and regulated by oligodendrocytes. Another architectural feature of 
the brain is the highly organized neuronal organization within the cortical layers. Neurons 
in the cortex of the brain extend their axon projections distally, towards the superficial 
surface of the brain, while their cell bodies reside in deeper lying regions of the brain (32–
37).  
 
1.4 Tau mislocalization to dendritic spines 
 Tau is a microtubule-associated protein that plays a role in microtubule 
stabilization, assembly, and transport in neuronal axons (38). Tau is in highest 
concentration in the axon but can appear in the nucleus and dendrites. In pathological 
states, this distribution may change, leading to more tau in non-axonal regions (39, 40). 
Tau contains several Thr-Pro and Ser-Pro motifs that are targets for kinases such as cyclin-
dependent kinase 5 (CDK5) and glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β) (38). In 
tauopathies, these proline-rich regions are often hyperphosphorylated by CDK5 and 
GSK3β, leading to phospho-tau aggregation and the formation of NFTs (41–43). 
Accumulations of phospho-tau in the dendritic spines have been documented in mouse 
models of AD and FTD (44). These accumulations can lead to spine loss, changes in spine 
morphology, and changes in neurotransmitter receptor expression (45–49). Synaptic 
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alterations are the principal cause of cognitive decline and memory deficits in AD and other 
tauopathies. AMPAR (glutamate receptors found in many post-synaptic membranes) 
presence and recycling at the dendritic spine are related to synaptic plasticity, memory 
formation, and learning (50). mEPSCs are the small excitatory currents caused by the 
stochastic release of a docked and primed synaptic vesicle independent of an action 
potential. Synapses with phospho-tau-laden dendritic spines have decreased mEPSC 
amplitude and frequency, indicating an altered AMPAR presence in the post-synaptic 
dendritic spine (48–51).  
 
1.5 In vitro traumatic brain injury 
A complex array of pathologies can occur in the brain during TBI. Tau pathology, 
cell death, diffuse axonal injury, and damage to the cerebral vasculature can contribute to 
the symptoms of TBI (52). Several different methods of in vitro TBI simulation have been 
investigated as a means of recapitulating the pathology seen on the macroscopic scale (53, 
54). Transection of cells has been used to study penetrating TBI and brain tissue laceration 
injuries, but this method is only clinically relevant for a minority of TBIs (55, 56). To 
simulate closed-head TBI, hydrostatic pressure (57, 58), fluid shear stress (59), and 
compression (60) models can be utilized, but they are difficult to employ in vitro, as 
mechanical deformations can be challenging to apply, verify, and control. In transient 
hydro-pressure systems, pressure waves are produced by dropping weights onto a sealed 
chamber to replicate pressure changes during a closed-head TBI. Fluid shear models may 
employ spinning discs to apply shear forces to a cellular monolayer, but shear force can be 
variable throughout the cell population. Compression models of TBI are typically done 
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with a motor-driven indenter and are only feasible at the tissue scale. Shear strain and 
stretch injury models offer the best finite control over the mechanical deformations applied 
to neurons, with a caveat being that cellular injury is dependent on adhesion to the substrate 
being deformed (61–63). Both shear strain and stretch injury models typically utilize elastic 
membranes as the substrate for neuron culture. The elastic membrane is then precisely 
deformed by a motor, micropipette, cantilever, etc. The uniaxial stretch injury model used 
in this work will be subsequently described in detail in Chapter 2.5.4. 
 
1.6 Brain tissue- and cell-scale architecture 
The human brain has a complex folded appearance at the surface level. This 
architecture is comprised of sulci (grooves or furrows) and gyri (ridges or folds). These 
folds increase the surface area of the brain allowing for white matter fibers to more 
efficiently link different regions of the brain, and are typically found in higher-order 
organisms. Although similar tau pathology can be observed in CTE and AD, the location 
of NFTs and spatial disease progression are very different. AD pathology begins in the 
deep-lying nuclei of the brain, before progressing outward and becoming relatively 
homogenous throughout the brain (64, 65). In contrast, CTE is found most often in the 
frontal cortices of the brain in its earliest stages. This is not surprising, as many TBI injuries 
result in the brain impacting the skull in the front of the head (64, 65). Disease progression 
then moves inward to deeper lying brain structures (8, 64). Interestingly, NFTs densely 
occupy the deepest regions of sulci in the frontal cortices in CTE. They are also found to 
be greatly concentrated in the perivasculature of the brain, suggesting that brain 
architecture could be causing stress or strain concentration in these regions, heightening 
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injury levels relative to the rest of the brain and increasing tauopathic disease progression. 
NFT accumulation in the sulcal depths and in perivasculature are not observed at similar 
levels in AD (8, 9, 26, 64). The highly-aligned nature of neurons in the brain may influence 
the severity of injury caused by TBI in different regions of the brain, since applied forces 
may differentially affect neurons based on their orientation. 
 
1.7 Summary 
 Broadly speaking, the goal of this thesis work was to characterize the effect of in 
vitro TBI simulations on neurons by investing the tau pathology and functional synaptic 
deficits following injury. Along the way, using finite element modelling, we demonstrated 
that the regions of the brain that exhibit the most histopathological signs of CTE are regions 
that experience high principal strain during TBI. After proposing a mechanistic pathway 
that links mechanical energy imparted on neurons during TBI to tau pathology, we examine 
the role that cellular architecture and orientation relative to the direction of injurious 









Chapter 2. Mechanical injuries of neurons induce tau mislocalization to dendritic 
spines and tau-dependent synaptic dysfunction 
 
This chapter contains material published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences, reproduced from reference (66). Braun, N.J., K.R. Yao, P.W. Alford, and D. 
Liao. 2020. Mechanical injuries of neurons induce tau mislocalization to dendritic spines 
and tau-dependent synaptic dysfunction. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 202008306. 
 
2.1 Summary 
Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) is associated with repeated traumatic 
brain injuries (TBI) and is characterized by cognitive decline and the presence of 
neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) of the protein tau in patients’ brains. Here we provide direct 
evidence that cell-scale mechanical deformation can elicit tau abnormalities and synaptic 
deficits in neurons. Using computational modeling, we find that the early pathological loci 
of NFTs in CTE brains are regions of high deformation during injury. The mechanical 
energy associated with high strain rate deformation alone can induce tau mislocalization to 
dendritic spines and synaptic deficits in cultured rat hippocampal neurons. These cellular 
changes are mediated by tau hyperphosphorylation and can be reversed through inhibition 
of GSK3𝛽 and CDK5 or genetic deletion of tau. Together, these findings identify a novel 
mechanistic pathway that directly relates mechanical deformation of neurons to a tau-
mediated synaptic impairments, and provide a possibly exploitable therapeutic pathway to 




Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a critical public health concern largely due to 
associated long-term neurological deficits. In the United States there are 1.6-3.8 million 
TBIs annually, and approximately 5.3 million Americans are living with a disability 
stemming from a TBI (1, 2, 4). A TBI is commonly caused by a fall, being struck by an 
object, or an automobile crash, but recent interest in TBI stems from observations of long-
term neurodegenerative pathologies in former athletes and military veterans who sustained 
mild TBIs during their careers. Evidence of chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) in 
autopsies of former professional athletes suggests a link between long-term repetitive TBI 
and memory deficits, behavioral changes, and neurodegenerative symptoms (5–9). Service 
members who survive a TBI are significantly more likely to develop CTE, Alzheimer’s 
disease (AD), and frontotemporal dementia (FTD) (15–20), all of which are 
neurodegenerative diseases classified as tauopathies, which are characterized by deposits 
of pathological forms of the protein tau in the brains of the patients. Though CTE brains 
contain tau pathologies that are similar to those in AD and FTD, no published studies have 
provided direct experimental evidence linking mechanical deformation of neurons to tau-
mediated functional deficits at a cellular level.  
Tau is a microtubule-associated protein that is highly concentrated in the axons of 
healthy central nervous system neurons (67). Tau’s functions include uniformly spacing 
parallel microtubules and preventing microtubule depolymerization (68, 69). In some 
tauopathy models, disease-state tau has been shown to interfere with molecular pathways 
in axonal transport and the release of synaptic vesicles, and mislocalize to the neuronal 
soma, dendrites, and dendritic spines, resulting in synaptic impairment (48, 49, 51, 70–73). 
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Post-translational modifications of soluble tau, including phosphorylation by proline-
directed kinases (8), phosphorylation triggered by unfolded protein response (25), cleavage 
by capsase-2 (74), and acetylation by CBP (11, 12), have been associated with memory 
deficits, synaptic dysfunction and the mislocalization of tau to dendritic spines. This 
mislocalization of tau has been shown to mediate synaptic dysfunction in the neuronal 
models of both AD and FTDP-17 (49, 51, 72). Shared tau pathology and cognitive deficits 
observed in CTE and other tauopathies encouraged us to elucidate the consequences of TBI 
on the cellular scale.  
Here, we report a novel in vitro tauopathy model of TBI that links neuron-scale 
mechanical deformations to tau abnormalities and synaptic deficits in cultured 
hippocampal rat neurons. Using our in vitro TBI system, we found that high strain rate 
mechanical deformation alone can induce tau mislocalization and tau phosphorylation-
dependent synaptic dysfunction. The tau abnormalities and synaptic deficits were shown 
to be preventable by inhibition of CDK5 and GSK3β, which are two widely-studied kinases 
that phosphorylate tau. They can also be ameliorated by genetic deletion of tau. The present 
study provides the first experimental evidence that directly links mechanical injury to tau-
mediated synaptic deficits. The rescuing of synaptic impairments by the inhibition of tau 
mislocalization to dendritic spines may represent a new therapeutic strategy to prevent CTE 







2.3.1 High strains in brain tissue are correlated with CTE pathological hallmarks 
In tauopathies, phosphorylated tau (p-tau) accumulates into dense aggregates called 
neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs)(75). While NFTs are a common pathophysiological 
hallmark of tauopathies, their distribution throughout the brain differs between diseases. In 
CTE, p-tau NFTs primarily aggregate in superficial cortical layers, sulci, and perivascular 
regions (Figure 2.1 A) (8, 9, 15, 26, 76–78). This is in contrast to other tauopathies like 
AD, in which NFT localization is more uniformly distributed in the deeper-lying cortical 
layers and not concentrated in sulcal depths or perivasculature (78). To determine the 
relationship between mechanical deformation of the brain and the occurrence of CTE 
hallmarks, we created 2D, quasi-static, finite-element models of a sulcus and microvessel 
during impact injury. First, depression of a rigid impactor on a geometrically symmetric 
sulcus was simulated, mimicking contact between the brain and skull during TBI. During 
impact, the model indicated that the first principal strains were largest in the sulcal depths 
and that the largest strains were positive, meaning the tissue was being stretched (Figure 
2.1 B-E). These results were consistent with previous whole-brain models (79). Though 
the magnitude of the strain varied with sulcus geometry, the peak strain consistently 
occurred in the depth of the sulcus (Figure 2.1 D-E, Figure 2.2). Next, depression of brain 
tissue surrounding a pressurized microvessel was simulated. This model demonstrated that 
the largest strains occur immediately around the vessel and that this effect is exaggerated 
in smaller vessels and when the vessel modulus is stiff compared to the brain modulus 
(Figure 2.1 F-H, Figure 2.3). These results suggest a correlation between mechanical 
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deformation and tau pathology in CTE patients, and that mechanical stretching can be used 
to simulate the effects of TBI in brain tissue. 
 
2.3.2 Mechanical stretching of cultured neurons induces tau mislocalization to 
dendritic spines and associated synaptic deficits 
To study the effect of brain deformation on tauopathy, a custom-designed stretcher 
(80, 81) was used to apply high strain rate deformation to primary hippocampal neurons 
seeded on an elastic membrane (Figure 2.4 A-B). Previous studies have shown that tau 
mislocalizes to dendritic spines in models of neurodegenerative disease (48, 49, 51, 72), so 
we sought to track its localization in neurons following stretch-induced injury using 
neurons that were co-transfected with DsRed and WT-tau-GFP plasmids to allow for 
identification of dendritic spines and tau (Figure 2.4 C-D). In unstretched controls, 
approximately 20% of dendritic spines had a detectable tau presence. In neurons exposed 
to a single stretch of 20% strain (𝜀), at a strain rate (𝜀̇) of 1000%/s, we found significant 
tau mislocalization to dendritic spines 24 hours post-stretch (Figure 2.4 D-E), with no 
significant decrease in dendritic spine density (Figure 2.4 F), demonstrating that stretch-
injury can drive tau pathology in vitro. These injury parameters were comparable to strains 
and strain rates gathered from in vivo models of TBI (82). Tau mislocalization to dendritic 
spines was further verified using immunocytochemistry, which showed that both 
transfected WT-Tau-GFP and endogenous tau were increased in mushroom-like structures 
that are co-localized with/attached to Synaptophysin, a synaptic marker, after a mechanical 
injury to neurons (Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6). Additionally, (in this experiment and all 
following tau mislocalization experiments) no relationship was seen between observed tau 
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mislocalization and the ratio of DsRed:GFP fluorescent intensity, indicating that variations 
in fluorescent protein expression levels do not explain tau mislocalization (Figure 2.7). 
This tau mislocalization is consistent with that seen in other tauopathy models, such as 
FTDP-17 and AD (48, 49, 51, 72), further supporting a role of tau mislocalization in 
multiple neurodegenerative diseases (24). 
In FTDP-17 and AD, tau mislocalization corresponds with synaptic deficits (48, 
49, 51, 72), so next we aimed to investigate whether stretch-induced tau mislocalization 
caused similar loss of synaptic function. We used whole-cell patch clamp to record 
miniature excitatory post-synaptic currents (mEPSCs) whose amplitudes and frequencies 
can be quantified as a proxy for synaptic health or functionality (Figure 2.4 G) (48, 49, 51, 
72). Twenty four hours post-stretch (𝜀 = 20%, 𝜀̇ = 1000%/s) we observed a significant 
decrease in mEPSC amplitude (Figure 2.4 H-I), likely indicating decreased AMPAR 
presence in the spines of post-synaptic neurons (83–86). We also observed decreased 
mEPSC frequency (Figure 2.4 J-K), suggesting a decreased release rate of neurotransmitter 
vesicles in pre-synaptic terminals (83–86). Tau mislocalization was found to precede 
electrophysiological changes in the hours immediately following stretch-injury (Figure 
2.8). Taken together, these results suggest that stretch alone can induce pre- and post-
synaptic functional deficiencies. 
 
2.3.3 Tau mislocalization depends on injury dynamics 
Though the exact etiology of mechanically induced tauopathy is not known, CTE 
is typically associated with repeated mild head injuries, not a single trauma. Thus, we 
sought to characterize the relationship between injury strain rate, strain magnitude, and tau 
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mislocalization. In neurons stretched to 𝜀 = 20% strain at varying rates of  𝜀̇ = 1, 10, 100, 
and 1000%/s, the highest strain rate stretching induced tau mislocalization, consistent with 
our earlier results; but at lower strain rates, we observed no significant mislocalization, 
when compared to controls (Figure 2.9 A-C). In neurons stretched with varying strain (𝜀 = 
1, 2, 5, 10, 20%) at a high strain rate (𝜀̇ = 1000%/s), strains below 5% did not induce 
significant tau mislocalization, while in cells stretched 5%-20%, mislocalization increased 
monotonically with increasing strain magnitude (Figure 2.9 D-F). These data demonstrate 
the direct relationship between the dynamics of mechanical stimulus and severity of 
tauopathic consequences. 
Brain tissue and neurons have viscoelastic material properties (87–91). The 
dependence of tau mislocalization on both strain and strain rate in our experiments suggests 
that this viscoelasticity mediates trauma-induced tauopathy. We modeled the neuron as a 
standard viscoelastic solid (Figure 2.9 G), with material properties based on previously 
published studies (91) and calculated the work done on the cell during stretching. When 
the work was compared to the measured tau mislocalization, we found that below 1 kJ/m3, 
mislocalization did not occur; but above that threshold value, mislocalization increased 
monotonically with increasing work (Figure 2.9 H). This result suggests that tau 
mislocalization is directly related to the mechanical energy added to the neuron during 
trauma. 
 To simulate repeated trauma, we applied periodic stretches of 𝜀 = 2%, 𝜀̇ = 1000%/s, 
with one second intervals between stretches. Consistent with our previous results, a single 
stretch did not induce of tau mislocalization. Similarly, there was no significant 
mislocalization following five repetitions. However, following 10 and 20 repetitions at 
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small strain, we observed tau mislocalization similar to that seen in neurons exposed to a 
single high strain rate stretch (Figure 2.10 A-C). We applied our viscoelastic model to the 
repeated stretch conditions and found that mislocalization correlated with the cumulative 
work of the stretches (Figure 2.10 D). These data suggest that our in vitro and in silico 
models are able to capture some aspects of the cumulative consequences of repeated mild 
TBI. 
 
2.3.4 Tau is required for stretch-induced synaptic deficits 
 To demonstrate that tau is required to give rise to functional deficits, we employed 
a Tau-KO mouse model (from Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME; B6.129X1-
Mapttm1Hnd/J). In three-week-old neurons harvested from TgNg control mice, a stretch 
injury of 𝜀 = 20%, 𝜀̇ = 1000%/s led to a decrease in both the amplitude and frequency of 
mEPSCs (Figure 2.11 A-F), consistent with our findings in rat neurons. In three-week-old 
neurons from Tau-KO mice, the average amplitude and frequency of mEPSCs were not 
statistically different from unstretched Tau-KO neurons, implying that tau pathology is 
necessary for functional synaptic deficits after a mechanical injury (Figure 2.11 G-L). 
However, when comparing the effects of mechanical injury on mEPSC characteristics in 
TgNg and Tau-KO neurons as a percentage difference relative to unstretched controls, it is 
apparent that post-synaptic processes are more affected by tau than pre-synaptic processes 
in our injury model (Figure 2.11 M-N). Our results show an mEPSC amplitude decrease 
of 17.35% in TgNg neurons compared to a small 1.02% decrease in Tau-KO neurons, 
indicating that post-synaptic impairment is largely tau-dependent. In contrast, mEPSC 
frequency was decreased by 25.78% in TgNg neurons compared to 12.58% in Tau-KO 
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neurons, suggesting that factors other than tau contribute to a significant portion of the pre-
synaptic impairment seen after mechanical injury.  
 
2.3.5 Stretch-induced tauopathy is mediated by tau hyperphosphorylation 
CTE-associated neurofibrillary tangles are comprised of hyperphosphorylated tau 
(92). Thus, we next examined the role of tau hyperphosphorylation on tau mislocalization 
in our in vitro injury model. Neurons were transfected with AP tau-GFP (49), in which 14 
serines(S)/threonines(T) are replaced with alanines, disallowing proline-directed 
phosphorylation of these residues. Following a stretch of 𝜀 = 20%, 𝜀̇ = 1000%/s, there was 
minimal tau presence in dendritic spines, indicating that tau must be hyperphosphorylated 
at some of the 14 S/T residues to mislocalize in our in vitro injury model (Figure 2.12 A-
C). 
 Next, the two main kinases responsible for hyperphosphorylating tau, GSK3β and 
CDK5 (41, 48, 72, 93), were inhibited with CHIR99021, Roscovitine, or both, prior to 
stretch. Neurons treated with either inhibitor individually showed reduced tau 
mislocalization, and treatment with both inhibitors concurrently further reduced 
mislocalization, supporting the previous findings that tau mislocalization is 
phosphorylation-dependent (Figure 2.12 D-F). 
Finally, mEPSCs were measured in neurons treated with CHIR99021 and 
Roscovitine (Figure 2.13 A-L, Figure 2.14). Treatment with either inhibitor individually 
yielded a partial recovery of mEPSC amplitude and frequency in cells exposed to stretch. 
Following treatment with both inhibitors, we observed full recovery on mEPSC amplitude, 
and partial recovery of frequency (Figure 2.13 M-N). These results suggest that tau 
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mislocalization is the primary source of post-synaptic deficit in mechanically induced 
tauopathy, and is a contributor to pre-synaptic dysfunction, as well. These data further 
suggest that inhibition of tau hyperphosphorylation, can act to preserve synaptic function 
following stretch-injury (Figure 2.13 O). 
 
2.4 Discussion 
During TBI, the brain undergoes acute mechanical deformation at high strain rates, 
causing damage to neurons and glial cells (53, 93–96). This mechanical injury initiates the 
cascade of neurotraumatic consequences that lead to the cognitive and behavioral 
symptoms seen in TBI patients. In tauopathies, cognitive defects are linked to the presence 
of tau lesions. Unlike AD brains, in which tau lesions start at the midbrain, the earliest 
pathological lesions of CTE brains are deposits of p-tau aggregates in sulcal depths and 
perivascular regions of the cortex (64). In our computational simulation studies, we 
observed that maximum principal strains occur in sulcal depths and perivascular regions, 
supporting a mechanistic link between high strain in brain tissues, subsequent tau 
pathology, and the earliest lesions of CTE.  
 Building on these simulation results, we modeled neuronal injury using high strain 
rate stretching. Using this new in vitro model of tauopathy in TBI, we have provided the 
first direct cellular evidence linking mechanical stretching to tau abnormalities. We found 
that tau mislocalization to dendritic spines can be induced by a variety of TBI simulations, 
including a single large mechanical injury or multiple repetitive injuries of lesser severity. 
Our viscoelastic model suggests that a key determinant of the severity of tauopathy is the 
mechanical energy added to the neuron during deformation. Previous studies have shown 
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that mechanical forces can induce axonal focal swelling, akin to diffuse axonal injury 
observed in vivo (97, 98), and theoretical studies have suggested that the viscoelasticity of 
the tau protein mediates strain rate dependent collapse of microtubules in focal swellings 
(99). Here, we did not observe any focal swelling, but our results suggest that a similar 
viscoelastic mechanism plays a role in injury in sub-axonal-collapse deformations. This 
mechanical energy model is important for understanding injury likelihood due to dynamic 
loads like those caused by blast waves experienced by soldiers (11, 15), which often have 
complex pressure waveforms that may exacerbate injury (100, 101). In addition, this model 
could shed new light on the biomechanical contribution from TBI that leads to development 
of AD, CTE, and other tauopathies. 
 Our studies demonstrate the essential roles of tau hyperphosphorylation and tau 
mislocalization to dendritic spines in mechanical injury-induced functional deficits in 
excitatory synaptic transmission. We have previously reported that tau mislocalization to 
dendritic spines is associated with post-synaptic dysfunctions in multiple models of 
neurodegenerative diseases including AD (51) and FTDP-17 (49). Consistent with 
previous findings, here we found that the amplitudes of mEPSCs were decreased in neurons 
exposed to high strain-rate stretching, indicating that mechanical injuries can impair post-
synaptic function by decreasing the number of AMPA receptors in dendritic spines. 
Mechanical stretching also decreased the frequency of mEPSCs, which may be a result of 
decreased releasing probability (p) and/or releasing sites (n) (102). We found no significant 
change in spine density, suggesting there was no change in number of synapses, and thus 
no change in n. Therefore, this result suggests that mechanical injuries also impair the 
release of pre-synaptic vesicles, likely by disrupting tau-related axonal transport. 
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Alternatively, the change in mEPSCs may be attributable solely to loss of AMPA receptors, 
as this change can reduce the number of detectable releasing sites (n) by decreasing the 
number of detectable active synapses and by increasing the number of “silent” synapses 
(103). 
The signaling cascades upstream to and downstream from mechanical stretching-
induced phosphorylation-dependent tau mislocalization to dendritic spines are not yet fully 
clarified. It has been hypothesized that, during TBI, shearing force causes extensive axonal 
injury and detaches tau proteins from microtubules, which subsequently causes tau 
hyperphosphorylation and neuronal impairment (104). The results here provide the first 
direct cellular evidence in support of this widely believed but not yet confirmed hypothesis. 
Our experiments highlight the importance of tau hyperphosphorylation in tau 
mislocalization (Figure 2.12 A-C), and we were able to identify potential pathways that 
could be exploited to mitigate some of the neurodegenerative consequences of TBI. 
Inhibition of both GSK3b and CDK5, two primary kinases that phosphorylate tau, reduced 
both the tauopathic and electrophysiological impairments of in vitro TBI.  
Interestingly, mechanical injury-induced post-synaptic impairment is mostly 
blocked by genetic deletion of tau, as seen in our Tau-KO experiments. This was not true 
for pre-synaptic impairment, as a significant amount of pre-synaptic deficits remained in 
injured neurons with a genetic tau deletion (Figure 2.11). The synaptic vesicle precursors, 
which provide most key pre-synaptic proteins, are transported along microtubule tracks by 
the kinesin-3 motors (105, 106). Mechanical stretching of axons could impair axonal 
transport by disrupting the organization of microtubules in as little as two minutes (107). 
The disruption of microtubules is believed to precede the detachment of tau proteins from 
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microtubules and subsequent tau hyperphosphorylation (104). Therefore, it is likely that 
microtubule disruption caused by axonal injury may impair pre-synaptic function through 
tau-independent mechanisms as experimentally shown in Figure 2.11. In contrast, tau 
hyperphosphorylation is essential for aberrant accumulation of tau proteins in post-synaptic 
structures and subsequent post-synaptic dysfunction (49, 108). The blockage of most post-
synaptic deficits in Tau-KO mice neurons shown in Figure 2.11 is consistent with previous 
tau studies (108) and supports our hypothetical model in Figure 2.13 O.   
 In summary, our results clearly demonstrate that the rate and magnitude of brain 
deformation during TBI influence tau-mediated neural injuries, providing a plausible 
neurobiological explanation for the formation of tau deposits in sulcal depths and 
perivascular regions, the two pathological hallmarks of CTE. Mechanistically, we have 
provided a novel molecular framework (Figure 2.13 O), by which mechanical injuries lead 
to tau hyperphosphorylation, tau mislocalization, and tau-dependent impairment of 
excitatory synaptic functions. The shared tau pathway that can be activated by TBI (shown 
here), AD, and FTDP-17 (49, 51) unravels a novel neurobiological basis for the high risks 
of AD in boxers, football players and military personnel (7–9, 15, 16). Our characterization 
of mechanical components associated with neuronal injuries may provide new information 
for future development of protective gear for soldiers and athletes and, a starting point for 
development of novel therapeutic strategies to target the signaling pathways involved in 






2.5.1 Sulcus and microvessel models 
Mechanical deformation in the sulcus and microvessel-surrounding tissue were 
simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2 (Burlington, MA). Both were modeled as 2-
D plane strain bodies with linear elastic material properties, undergoing quasi-static 
deformation. In both models, brain tissue was treated as an isotropic linear elastic material 
given by 
𝜎!" = 2𝜇𝜖!" + 𝜆𝛿!" ∑ 𝜖##$#%&       (1) 
where	𝜎!" and 𝜖!" are the 𝑖, 𝑗 components of the stress and strain tensors, respectively, 𝛿!" 
is a Kroneker delta, 𝜇 is the shear modulus, and 𝜆 is the first Lamé parameter. These 
material properties can be given in terms of the more common Young’s modulus (𝐸) and 





      (2) 
The material parameters were estimated based on previous studies (109) as 𝐸 = 1.895	𝑘𝑃𝑎 
and 𝜈 = 0.45. In the microvessel model, the vessel wall was also treated as a linear elastic 
material, with a Young’s modulus given as 𝐸./00/1 = 𝛼𝐸234!5, where 𝛼 is a scalar where 
𝛼 ≥ 1, and 𝜈 = 	0.45. 
In the sulcus model, roller boundary conditions were applied to the side and bottom 
edges of the brain tissue section, and a contact pair was created between the rigid indenter 
and the sulcal boundary of brain tissue. Incremental displacements were prescribed to the 
indenter, which in turn initiated the contact between indenter and brain tissue. The volume 
of the intrasulcal space was not conserved, as the cerebrospinal fluid found in the sulci, in 
vivo, is free to flow out of the sulci and about the intracranial space. In the microvessel 
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model, a roller boundary condition was used on the bottom boundary and the top boundary 
was uniformly displaced. To model incompressible blood within the vessel, the volume of 
the lumen was conserved. 
The geometry of the model was meshed with triangular elements and the parametric 
solver was used to determine the effects of geometry and material properties on model 
behavior. Parameters that were tested were the sulcal depth, sulcal width, gyral radius, 
sulcal radius, microvessel diameter, microvessel wall thickness, and microvessel stiffness 
ratio (𝛼). In all models, the first principal strain, defined as the largest eigenvalue of the 
strain tensor, was calculated and the peak values within the brain tissue during deformation 
were reported. 
 
2.5.2 Stretching construct preparation 
High-velocity stretching constructs were prepared for cell culture by first spin-
coating 0.010” thick silicone sheeting (SMI, Saginaw, MI) with a 10 µm thick layer of 
Sylgard 527 PDMS (Ellsworth Adhesives, Germantown, WI) at a 1:1 base to crosslinker 
ratio. After curing, these membranes were suspended under tension between two custom-
designed metal brackets (Oakdale Precision, Saint Paul, MN), and a Sylgard 184 PDMS 
(Ellsworth Adhesives, Germantown, WI) ring was adhered to the membrane to contain cell 
culture media upon cell seeding. The constructs were treated with a UVO-Cleaner (Jelight 
Co. Inc., Irvine, CA) for eight minutes and then incubated in a solution of 100 µg/mL poly-




2.5.3 Cell isolation and culture 
Primary hippocampal neurons were harvested from Hsd:Sprague Dawley newborn 
rat pups as previously described (Envigo, Indianapolis, IN) (110). Hippocampi from each 
pup were isolated and pooled together in ice-cold Earl’s Balanced Medium supplemented 
with 1mM D-glucose before tissues were digested, meaning that hippocampal neurons 
from each pup were combined and mixed with hippocampal neurons from its litter-mates. 
Cells were then seeded onto the stretching constructs at a density of 106 cells per construct 
in plating media (minimal essential media with Earle’s salts, 10 mM HEPES, 10 mM 
sodium pyruvate, 0.5 mM glutamine, 12.5 µM glutamate, 10% FBS and 0.6% glucose) 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Walthan, MA). The day of plating was denoted as day-in-vitro 
1 or DIV1. Approximately 4 hours after plating, the media was replaced with fresh plating 
media to remove non-adherent cells and debris. 24 hours after plating, media was replaced 
with NbActiv1 neuron culture medium media (BrainBits, LLC, Springfield, IL). Cells were 
maintained in a 37°C, 5% CO2 environment throughout the duration of the experiment. 
50% media changes with NbActiv1 were performed on a weekly basis. For mouse 
experiments, the same cell isolation and culture protocols were followed. C57BL/6J mice 
(TgNg) and B6.129X1-Mapttm1Hnd/J mice (Tau-KO) were used (Jackson Labs, Bar Harbor, 
ME). 
 
2.5.4 Simulated TBI via high-strain rate stretching 
To simulate the mechanical deformations in the brain during a TBI we applied a 
high strain rate acute uniaxial stretch to cultured hippocampal neurons at DIV 22. A linear 
motor (PS01-23x80F/100x160-HP-R, LinMot USA, Elkhorn, WI) was used to displace 
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one end of the cell-seeded elastic substrate with fine control over both strain (𝜖) and strain 
rate (𝜖̇), to simulate injury. Single stretches were performed with 𝜖 = 0 − 20% and 𝜖̇ =
0 − 1000	%/𝑠. For repeated stretch experiments, stretches of 𝜖 = 2% and 𝜖̇ = 1000	%/𝑠 
were applied in 1s intervals 1, 5, 10, or 20 times. 
 
2.5.5 Transfection constructs 
Each of the human-tau constructs was tagged with enhanced GFP (denoted as GFP) 
on the N-terminus, expressed in the pRK5 vector, and driven by a cytomegalovirus (CMV) 
promoter (Clontech, Inc., Mountain View, CA). The DsRed constructs (Clontech, Inc., 
Mountain View, CA) were also expressed in the pRK5 vector and driven by a CMV 
promoter. The WT-tau construct encoded human 4R tau lacking the N-terminal sequences 
(4R0N) and contained exons 1, 4 –5, 7, and 9 – 13, intron 13, and exon 14. WT-tau was 
used as a template to create an AP tau construct, which was generated by mutating all 14 
S/P or T/P amino acid residues (T111, T153, T175, T181, S199, S202, T205, T212, T217, 
T231, S235, S396, S404 and S422; numbering based on the longest 441-amino acid brain 
isoform of htau) to alanine. The PCR-mediated site-directed mutagenesis was confirmed 
by sequencing. 
 
2.5.6 Transfection and imaging 
A standard calcium phosphate precipitation method was used to transfect 
hippocampal neurons with desired plasmids at DIV7-8 (111). Neurons were co-transfected 
with DsRed and either htau variant (WT or AP) at a 2:1 ratio. DsRed was used to visualize 
the morphology of neurons, including the location of dendritic spines. Transfected cells 
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were then allowed to mature for two weeks before further experimentation. 24 hr after 
stretch was applied, the constructs were mounted to a platform above a Nikon inverted 
epifluorescent microscope using a custom-designed stage attachment. All images of 
neurons transfected with DsRed and WT-tau or AP tau were acquired using a 40x water 
immersion lens and computerized focus motor starting at DIV 23. All digital images were 
acquired using MetaMorph Imaging System (Universal Imaging Corporation, Bedford 
Hills, NY) as 15-image stacks with a 0.5 micron step in the Z direction separating each 
image. Stacks were processed via MetaMorph Imaging System’s 2D nearest neighbors 
deconvolution function before removing out-of-focus slices and averaging the stack into a 
single image. DsRed and WT- or AP tau images were paired and overlaid in Adobe 
Photoshop (Adobe Inc, San Jose, CA) in order to count dendritic spines and the presence 
or lack of tau in each dendritic spine. Each dendritic spine was treated as a binary event 
(tau present or no tau present) and the total sample population of dendritic spines was used 
for statistical analysis. For spine density counts, two dendrites were traced in their entirety 
for each acquired image, and the length recorded in microns. Dendritic spines were counted 
along each dendrite, and dendritic spines / 100 microns were calculated for each image, 
using the image average value for statistical analysis. The ratio of DsRed fluorescent 
intensity to GFP fluorescent intensity was calculated and recorded for each image to ensure 
that no results owed to erroneous fluctuations in the transfection efficiency of either 
plasmid. For each acquired image, the brightness of DsRed and GFP were recorded at three 
neural processes and then averaged.  Each of these averages was used to compute group 
means and standard deviations. A maximum of two cells per dish were imaged for tau 
mislocalization imaging experiments. 
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2.5.7 Electrophysiology 
 Miniature EPSCs were recorded from hippocampal neurons at DIV 23 using 5 
megaohm glass pipettes at holding potential of -55 mV(49). Recording in whole-cell 
configuration lasted up to 5 minutes, using an Axopatch 200B amplifier and pClamp 11 
(Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA). For each second one recording sweep of 200 ms was 
sampled. Recordings were filtered at 1 kHz with an output gain of α = 1. Neurons were 
rinsed once with artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) at room temperature containing 100 
µM APV (an NMDAR antagonist), 1 µM TTX (a sodium channel blocker), and 100 µM 
picrotoxin (GABAa receptor antagonist), and then bathed in ACSF for electrophysiology 
while being gassed with 95% O2-5% CO2. ACSF was comprised of 119 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM 
KCl, 5.0 mM CaCl2, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 26.2 mM NaHCO3, 1 mM NaH2PO4 and 11 mM 
glucose. The patch pipette was filled with an internal solution containing 100 mM cesium 
gluconate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM ATP, 0.3 mM GTP, and 40 mM HEPES 
(pH 7.2 with CsOH) (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO). All mEPSCs were manually 
identified with the MiniAnalysis software (Synaptosoft Inc, Fort Lee, NJ) based on a 
threshold amplitude of 3 pA, a characteristic fast-rising phase, and a slow-decaying phase. 
The amplitude and frequency of all recorded and verified mEPSCs were averaged for each 
neuron and treated as a single sample for further statistical analysis. A maximum of one 
cell per dish was patched for all electrophysiology experiments. 
 
2.5.8 Inhibition of tau hyperphosphorylation 
1000X (500 mM) solutions of CHIR99021 and Roscovitine (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint 
Louis, MO) were made using DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO). The 1000X 
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solutions were mixed with cell media to create a 1X (500 nM) solution. Neurons were 
treated with CHIR99021, Roscovitine, or both drugs one hour before stretching, and the 




 Cultured neurons were fixed and permeabilized with 4% paraformaldehyde + 4% 
sucrose (23°C, 30 min), 100% methanol (–20°C at the beginning, incubated at 23°C for 20 
min), and 0.2% Triton X-100 (23°C, 20 min) applied successively as previously described 
(68). For all immunocytochemical staining, both primary and secondary antibodies were 
diluted at 1:100 in 10% donkey serum in PBS.  The fixed neurons were incubated with 
primary antibodies at room temperature overnight and subsequently incubated with 
rhodamine (red)- or FITC (green)-labeled secondary antibodies for 1.5 hours at room 
temperature.  The stained cultures were mounted with a 0.8 mm thick coverslip with 
Permaluor Aqueous Mounting Medium (TA-030-FM, Thermofisher, Walthan, MA) and 
imaged with a Nikon microscope with a 63X oil objective.  In Figure 2.5, neurons 
expressing GFP-tagged wild-type human tau proteins were incubated with a primary mouse 
monoclonal anti-Synaptophysin antibody (MAB5258; from Millipore) and subsequently 
with a goat rhodamine (red)-linked secondary anti-mouse antibody to detect presynaptic 
terminals.  Putative "functional" dendritic spines were defined as GFP-labelled mushroom-
like structures (green) that are co-localized with or adjacent to a presynaptic terminal 
labeled by the anti-Synaptophysin antibody (red).  In Figure 2.6, cultures were co-
incubated with the widely used mouse monoclonal anti-tau antibody Tau-5 (sc-58860; 
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Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX) and a rabbit polyclonal anti-synaptophysin 
antibody (RP036; from Diagnostic Biosystems, Pleasanton CA); they were subsequently 
incubated with a goat secondary FITC (green)-linked anti-mouse antibody and a goat 
secondary Rhodamine (red)-linked anti-rabbit antibody to detect endogenous tau and 
presynaptic terminals, respectively. For Synaptophysin cluster density counts, two neurites 
were traced in their entirety for each acquired image, and the length recorded in microns. 
Synaptophysin clusters were counted along each neurite, and clusters / 100 microns were 
calculated for each image, using the image average value for statistical analysis. 
 
2.5.10 Viscoelastic neuron model 
Mechanical energy added to the dendritic spine during injury was determined by 
calculating the work per unit volume done on the cell during stretching. Neurons have 
previously been shown to act as viscoelastic Kelvin solids (90), but neurites are 
significantly more fluid-like than the soma, and become more fluidic with increasing stress 
(91). To capture both of these observations, we modeled the neurite as a standard 










𝜖     (3) 
where 𝜎 is the stress, 𝜖 is the strain, ?̇? and 𝜖̇ are the stress and strain rates, respectively, 𝐸& 
and 𝐸- are the moduli of the springs and 𝜂& is the viscosity of the dashpot. 𝐸&, 𝐸-, and 𝜂& 
were determined by simulating a creep test, as performed by Grevesse et al (91), and fitting 
the parameters to their results using least squares fitting. 
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To model neurite stretching, we let 𝜖 and 𝜖̇ match those applied experimentally 
(Figure 2.9 H) and calculated 𝜎 using Eq (3) and finite differences. The work per unit 
volume (𝑤) was taken as  
𝑤 = ∫𝜎	𝑑𝜖      (4) 
over the period from the initiation of stretch to the time at which 𝜖 is at its peak value. For 
repeated stretch analyses, the total work was taken as the sum of the work of each stretch. 
 A parameter study was performed to determine how the values of 𝐸&, 𝐸-, 𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝜂& 
influence the results by setting 𝐸& = 𝛽𝐸- and repeating the solution above for a given 𝛽 
(Figure 2.15). 
 
2.5.11 Statistical analyses and reproducibility 
In the case of quantifying tau mislocalization, a total number of dendritic spines 
and dendritic spines containing an observable tau presence (summed from all recorded 
images) was documented for each experimental treatment. From this, a proportion of 
dendritic spines containing tau was calculated for each experimental group. A Chi-squared 
test for multiple proportions was performed to assess whether statistical differences existed 
between all groups, and then two-proportion pooled z-tests were performed pairwise to 
determine which groups were statistically different from one another. For dendritic spine 
density electrophysiology, synaptophysin cluster density, and tau/synaptophysin co-
localization data, one-way ANOVA was performed to test for variance between all groups, 
followed by a post-hoc Tukey test for pairwise comparisons. For cumulative frequency 
distributions, K-S tests were used to compare mEPSC amplitude and period distributions 
between unstretched controls and all treated groups. The ratio of the K-S test statistic (D) 
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to the statistical critical value (Dcrit) is presented in the appropriate figure caption. All tests 
had statistical significance set for α = 0.05. Chi-squared tests, two-proportion pooled z-
tests, ANOVA, and Tukey tests were performed using SigmaPlot 11.0 (Systat Software 
Inc., San Jose, CA). K-S tests were performed using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, Seattle, 
WA).  
In total, tau mislocalization experiments utilized 25 different litters of rat pups, with 
an approximate litter size of 10-12 pups. Cells from each of these litters were transfected 
to asses tau mislocalization or to confirm co-localization of tau and Synaptophysin. 
Electrophysiology experiments required 17 litters of rat pups. For both experiments, each 
litter came from a different timed-pregnancy rat dam, which was euthanized after giving 
birth. TgNg and Tau-KO mouse pups for electrophysiology experiments were bred by us. 
Two males and four females of each genotype were purchased and three litters of each 
genotype were used for experiments. Each litter of pups had a distinct parentage to maintain 
genetic diversity variation within the experiment.   
 
2.5.12 Animal usage 
The breeding, handling and usage of rats and mice have been approved by the 
Intuitional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the University of Minnesota 
(Protocol #1809-36344A). Rat pups (< 1 week old) were decapitated to harvest brain 





Figure 2.1 CTE-associated p-tau NFTs accumulate in regions of the brain that 
undergo the greatest mechanical deformation during TBI. (A) NFTs accumulate in the 
sulcal depths and perivascular regions of the brain in CTE patients (8). (B-C) 2D quasi-
static, finite element model of a single sulcus during impact injury. First principal strain is 
at a maximum in the deepest part of the sulcal depth. (D-E) Parametric studies of the effect 
of brain geometry on maximum principal strain during impact in the sulcus model. (D) 
Effect of sulcal width on maximum first principal strain. (width = 5, 10, 15, 20 mm) (E) 
Effect of sulcal depth on maximum first principal strain. (depth = 50, 60, 70, 80 mm) (F) 
2D quasi-static, finite element model of a perivascular region surrounding a single 
pressurized blood vessel. First principal strain is at a maximum nearest the vessel. (G-H) 
Parametric studies of the effect of vessel geometry and material properties on principal 
strain during brain deformation. (G) Effect of vessel outer radius on spatial strains. (radius 
= 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 mm) (H) Effect of vessel modulus on spatial strains, where 





Figure 2.2 Sulcal geometry does not qualitatively affect peak strain location during 
impact. (A) Schematic representation of a sulcus in our 2D finite element model. (B-E) 
Parametric studies of the effect of sulcus geometry on spatial strain distributions. All 
images show impact displacement of 2 mm. Note: Heat maps scale from minimum to 
maximum first principal strain within the image such that image-to-image magnitudes do 
not correlate. (B) Varied sulcal depth. (C) Varied sulcal width. (D) Varied gyral radius. (E) 
Varied Sulcal radius. (F) Effect of gyral radius on maximum first principal strain (radius = 
7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20 mm). (G) Effect of sulcal radius on maximum first principal 





Figure 2.3 Blood vessel geometry and material properties influence strain magnitude 
during impact. (A) Schematic representation of the blood vessel and surrounding brain 
tissue in our 2D finite element model. (B-D) Parametric studies of the effect of vessel 
geometry and material properties on spatial strain distributions. All images show top 
surface displacement of 5 mm. Note: Heat maps scale from minimum to maximum first 
principal strain within the image such that image-to-image magnitudes do not correlate. 
(B) Varied vessel outer radius. (C) Varies vessel wall thickness. (D) Varied vessel wall 
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modulus where 𝐸./00/1 = 𝛼𝐸234!5. (E) Effect of vessel radius on maximum principal strain 
(radius = 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 mm). (F) Effect of vessel wall thickness on 
maximum principal strain (thickness = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 mm). (G) Effect of vessel 








Figure 2.4 Neurons exposed to high strain rate deformation exhibit tau abnormalities 
and synaptic functional deficits. (A) Schematic representation of in vitro TBI system 
construct fabrication and stretching. (B) Prescribed temporal wave form for a stretch of 
20% strain (ε), and 1000%/s strain rate (𝜀̇). (C) Representative images of cultured rat 
hippocampal neurons transfected with DsRed (left), WT-Tau-GFP (center). Images 
overlaid to assess tau mislocalization (right). (D) Representative images of tau 
mislocalization in to dendritic spines in control and stretched neurons. Arrows denote 
spines with tau, triangles indicate spines without tau. (E) Quantification of tau 
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mislocalization, measured as fraction of spines with tau present, in unstretched control and 
stretched neurons. (mean +/- stdev). (spines/images): Control = 669/23, Stretched = 524/7. 
(F) Spine density in unstretched control and stretched neurons. (mean +/- stdev). (G) 
Representative mEPSCs recorded from unstretched control and stretched neurons. (H) 
Cumulative frequency of mEPSC amplitude (black: control, red: stretched), K-S test: 
D/Dcrit = 4.31, α = 0.05, bins = 1 pA. (I) Quantification of mEPSC amplitudes (black line: 
median, red: mean, box: 25%-75%, whisker: 10%-90%). (J) Cumulative frequency of 
mEPSC peak-to-peak period (black: control, teal: stretched), K-S test: D/Dcrit = 5.48, α = 
0.05, bins = 50 ms. (K) Quantification of mEPSC frequency. (black line: median, teal: 
mean, box: 25%-75%, whisker: 10%-90%). (cells/mEPSCs): Control = 18/4360, Stretched 
= 23/3139. All plots: * denotes P<0.05, *** denotes P < 0.001 compared to control, NS is 




Figure 2.5 WT-Tau-GFP is present in spine-like structures that co-localizes or 
attached to pre-synaptic terminals following mechanical injury. (A) Unstretched 
neurons transfected with WT-Tau-GFP were stained with a mouse anti-Synaptophysin 
antibodies to label pre-synaptic terminals. (B) 2X magnification of images from (A). 
Triangles denote Synaptophysin clusters without GFP presence. (C) and (D) Similar 
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images as in (A) and (B) from stretched neurons. Arrows denote the GFP-labelled 
mushroom-like structures that are colocalized with or attached to Synaptophysin clusters. 
(E) Over 98% of GFP-labelled mushroom-like structures are colocalized with or attached 
to Synaptophysin clusters (mean +/- stdev). It suggests that they are likely to be functional 
dendritic spines. (F) Quantification of Synaptophysin cluster density along unstretched and 
stretched neurites. (mean +/- stdev).  (G) Quantification of the percentage of Synaptophysin 
clusters that colocalized with/attached to GFP-tau spines over total number of 




Figure 2.6 Endogenous tau forms distinct clusters that co-localizes with 
Synaptophysin following mechanical injury. (A) Unstretched neurons were co-stained 
for endogenous tau protein and pre-synaptic terminals using Tau-5 and anti-Synaptophysin 
antibodies, respectively. (B) 2X magnification of images from (A).  Triangles denote 
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dendrites with diffusely stained tau but covered by distinct Synaptophysin clusters. (C) and 
(D) Similar images as in (A) and (B) from stretched neurons. Arrows denote that 
endogenous tau were aggregated to form distinct clusters along dendrites after mechanical 
injuries.  These tau clusters are colocalized with or attached to Synaptophysin clusters. (E) 
Over 98% of tau clusters are colocalized with or attached to Synaptophysin clusters (mean 
+/- stdev). It suggests that they are likely to be functional dendritic spines. (F) 
Quantification of Synaptophysin cluster density along unstretched and stretched neurites. 
(mean +/- stdev).  (G) Quantification of the percentage of Synaptophysin clusters that 




Figure 2.7 Quantification of DsRed and GFP relative intensities shows no correlation 
between fluorescence intensity ratio and observed tau mislocalization. (A) Ratio of 
DsRed:GFP (WT-Tau-GFP or APtau-GFP) intensity measured in each experimental 
treatment. Bar colors are grouped by experiment (higher ratio indicates increasing intensity 
of DsRed relative to GFP). (mean +/- stdev). (B) Scatterplot of observed tau mislocalization 
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vs. ratio of DsRed:GFP for each image acquired. Points and linear regression line colors 
are grouped by experiment. (C-G) Scatterplots of observed tau mislocalization vs. ratio of 
DsRed:GFP faceted by experiment. Within each plot, the points and linear regression line 
colors are grouped by experimental treatment.  
 
 
Figure 2.8 Tau mislocalization precedes synaptic deficits following a stretch-injury in 
neurons. (A) Representative images of tau mislocalization in neurons stretched to ε = 20% 
strain at varying times after injury (1, 2, and 4 hours). (B) Tau mislocalization, measured 
as fraction of spines with tau present, as an effect of time after stretch-injury. 
(spines/images): Control = 241/9, 1 hr = 165/6, 2 hr = 203/17, 4 hr = 232/10. (C) Total 
spine density as an effect of time after a stretch-injury. (D-E) Representative mEPSC 
recordings from unstretched neurons or neurons 1 hour after stretch-injury. (F) Cumulative 
frequency of mEPSC amplitudes (black: unstretched control, red: 1 hour after stretch, bins 
= 1 pA). (G) Cumulative frequency of mEPSC peak-to-peak period (black: unstretched 
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control, teal: 1 hour after stretch, bins = 50 ms). (H) Quantification of mEPSC amplitudes 
(black line: median, red: mean, box: 25%-75%, whisker: 10%-90%) (I) mEPSC frequency 
(black line: median, teal: mean, box: 25%-75%, whisker: 10%-90%)). For cumulative 
frequency distribution plots, K-S tests were used to compare treated and/or stretched 
groups to unstretched-untreated controls. D/Dcrit: (f) 1.58, (g) 1.65, α = 0.05 for all. 
(cells/mEPSCs): Unstretched = 14/1202, 1 Hour After Stretch = 12/1142. All plots: * 
denotes P<0.05, *** denotes P < 0.001 compared to control, NS is not significant. Note: 
K-S test significance is a highly sensitive non-parametric method that is possibly detecting 
some residual effects of TBI in (F-G) even though there is not a significant difference in 
the means of mEPSC amplitude or frequency, as seen in (H-I). 
 
 
Figure 2.9 Tau mislocalization driven by mechanical injury is dependent on injury 
dynamics. (A) Representative images of tau mislocalization in neurons stretched to ε = 
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20% strain with varying strain rates (𝜀̇ = 1, 10, 100, 1000%/s). (B) Tau mislocalization, 
measured as fraction of spines with tau present, as an effect of strain rate. (spines/images): 
Control = 402/10, 1%/s = 351/10, 10%/s = 259/7, 100%/s = 344/9, 1000%/s = 505/8. (C) 
Total spine density as an effect of strain rate. (D) Representative tau mislocalization in 
neurons stretched with varying strains (ε = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20%) at a strain rate of 𝜀̇ = 1000%/s. 
(E) Tau mislocalization, measured as fraction of spines with tau present, as an effect of 
strain magnitude. (spines/images): Control = 669/23, 1% = 346/10, 2% = 527/11, 5% = 
866/16, 10% = 702/16, 20% = 542/7. (F) Spine density as an effect of strain magnitude. 
(G) Schematic representation of the standard viscoelastic solid used to model neurons 
during stretch. (H) Model-predicted mechanical work during stretching compared with 
experimentally measured tau mislocalization for all conditions measured in (A-F). (red: 
varying strain rate (A-C), blue: varying strain magnitude (D-F)). All plots: * denotes 
P<0.05 compared to control, NS is not significant.  
 
 
Figure 2.10 Repeated mild injuries induce tau mislocalization similar to a single 
severe injury. (A) Representative images of tau mislocalization in neurons exposed to 
periodic stretches of ε = 2%, 𝜀 ̇= 1000%/s. (B) Tau mislocalization, measured as fraction 
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of spines with tau present, as an effect of number of stretches. (spines/images): Control = 
299/9, 1x = 384/6, 5x = 277/6, 10x = 241/5, 20x = 437/5. (C) Spine density as an effect of 
number of stretches. (D) Additive work predicted by the viscoelastic model for repeated 
stretches compared with experimentally measured tau mislocalization. All plots: mean +/- 
stdev, * indicates P<0.05 compared to control, NS is not significant. 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Blockage of postsynaptic dysfunction following stretch-injury and partial 
blockade of presynaptic dysfunction in tau knock-out mice. (A-B) Representative 
mEPSC recordings from TgNg neurons that were left unstretched or were injured with a 
stretch. (C) Cumulative frequency of mEPSC amplitudes (black: unstretched control, red: 
stretched, bins = 1 pA). (D) Cumulative frequency of mEPSC peak-to-peak period (black: 
unstretched control, teal: stretched, bins = 50 ms). (E) Quantification of mEPSC amplitudes 
(black line: median, red: mean, box: 25%-75%, whisker: 10%-90%) (f) mEPSC frequency 
(black line: median, teal: mean, box: 25%-75%, whisker: 10%-90%)). (G-H) 
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Representative mEPSC recordings from Tau-KO neurons that were left unstretched or were 
injured with a stretch. (I) Cumulative frequency of mEPSC amplitudes (black: unstretched 
control, red: stretched, bins = 1 pA). (J) Cumulative frequency of mEPSC peak-to-peak 
period (black: unstretched control, teal: stretched, bins = 50 ms). (K) Quantification of 
mEPSC amplitudes (black line: median, red: mean, box: 25%-75%, whisker: 10%-90%) 
(L) mEPSC frequency (black line: median, teal: mean, box: 25%-75%, whisker: 10%-
90%)). (M) Percentage change in mEPSC amplitude of stretched TgNg neurons relative to 
unstretched TgNg neurons (left bar) is compared with that in stretched Tau-KO neurons 
relative to unstretched Tau-KO neurons (right bar). (N) Percentage change in mEPSC 
frequency of stretched TgNg neurons relative to unstretched TgNg neurons (left bar) is 
compared with that in stretched Tau-KO neurons relative to unstretched Tau-KO neurons 
(right bar). For cumulative frequency distribution plots, K-S tests were used to compare 
treated and/or stretched groups to unstretched-untreated controls. D/Dcrit: (C) 4.15, (D) 
5.74, (I) 1.37, (J) 1.70, α = 0.05 for all. (cells/mEPSCs): TgNg-Unstretched = 14/3197, 
TgNg-Stretched = 16/2985, Tau-KO-Unstretched = 11/1150, Tau-KO-Stretched = 
11/1007. All plots: * denotes P<0.05, *** denotes P < 0.001 compared to control, NS is 




Figure 2.12 Tau mislocalization is phosphorylation-dependent. (A) Representative 
images of tau mislocalization in control and stretched (ε=20%,𝜀̇=1000%/s) neurons 
transfected with DsRed and APtau-GFP, a form of tau that cannot be phosphorylated. (B) 
Quantification of tau mislocalization, measured as fraction of spines with tau present, in 
unstretched control and stretched neurons transfected with APtau-GFP. (spines/images): 
Control = 548/13, Stretched = 447/12. (C) Quantification of spine density in unstretched 
control and stretched neurons transfected with APtau-GFP. (D) Representative images of 
tau mislocalization in unstretched and stretched neurons (ε=20%,𝜀̇=1000%/s) untreated, or 
treated with 500 nM CHIR99021 to inhibit GSK3β, 500 nM Roscovitine to inhibit CDK5, 
or both. (E) Tau mislocalization as an effect of stretch, following GSK3β and CDK5 
inhibitor treatment. (spines/images): Control = 289/9, DMSO = 195/6, Untreated = 287/17, 
CHIR99021 = 324/10, Roscovitine = 365/15, Both Drugs = 582/18. (F) Spine density as 
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an effect of stretch, following GSK3β and CDK5 inhibitor treatment.  All plots: mean +/- 
stdev, * indicates P<0.05, compared to unstretched control, NS is not significant. 
 
 
Figure 2.13 Stretch-induced tau mislocalization and hyperphosphorylation mediate 
synaptic dysfunction. (A-L) Effect of GSK3β and CDK5 inhibition on mEPSC dynamics. 
Left column: representative mEPSC recordings from neurons exposed to stretch. Center 
column: cumulative frequency of mEPSC amplitudes (black: unstretched control, red: 
stretched and treated, bins = 1 pA). Right column: cumulated frequency of mEPSC peak-
to-peak period (black: untreated control, teal: stretched and treated, bins = 50 ms) (A-C) 
Untreated. (D-F) Pretreated with 500nM CHIR990021 to inhibit GSK3β. (G-I) Pretreated 
with 500 nM Roscovitine to inhibit CDK5. (J-L) Pretreated with both CHIR99021 and 
Roscovitine. (M) Quantification of mEPSC amplitudes (black line: median, red: mean, 
box: 25%-75%, whisker: 10%-90%) (N) mEPSC frequency (black line: median, teal: 
mean, box: 25%-75%, whisker: 10%-90%)) (O) Proposed molecular framework of the 
post-synaptic deficits and pre-synaptic suppression caused by mechanical injury. While 
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most postsynaptic deficits depend upon tau, other factors independent upon tau may 
contribute to presynaptic deficits.  For cumulative frequency distribution plots, K-S tests 
were used to compare treated and/or stretched groups to unstretched-untreated controls. 
D/Dcrit: (B) 4.31, (C) 5.48, (E) 4.79, (F) 3.33, (H) 5.11, (I) 4.30, (K) 1.82, (L) 2.98, α = 
0.05 for all. (cells/mEPSCs): Control = 18/4360, DMSO = 13/1464, Unstretched-Both 
Drugs = 11/1571, Stretched-Untreated = 23/3139, CHIR99021 = 10/2481, Roscovitine = 
11/1352, Stretched-Both Drugs = 14/1255. All plots: * denotes P<0.05, *** denotes P < 
0.001 compared to control, NS is not significant. Note: K-S test significance in (K) is due 
to variations in low amplitude events, not a difference in the means (see M). Were these 
small events (< 7pA) excluded, the treated and control groups would not be significantly 
different. The two curves in (K) are obviously much closer than those in (B), (E) and (H), 
nevertheless, it is possible that the highly sensitive non-parametrical K-S test can still 










Figure 2.14 Synaptic function is not significantly influenced by DMSO, CHIR99021, 
or Roscovitine. (A-I) mEPSCs recorded from stretched neurons (left column), cumulative 
frequency distribution of mEPSC amplitudes of treated neurons compared to untreated 
neurons (center column, bins = 1 pA), and cumulative frequency distribution of mEPSC 
periods of treated neurons compared to untreated controls (right column, bins = 50 ms). 
For cumulative frequency distribution plots, K-S tests were used to compare treated and/or 
stretched groups to unstretched-untreated controls. In order: D/Dcrit = 2.24, 0.87, 2.42, 2.09, 
α = 0.05 for all. (spines/images): Unstretched-Control = (18/4360), Unstretched-DMSO = 
(13/1464), Unstretched-Both Drugs = (11/1571). 
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Figure 2.15 Parameter study of viscoelastic neuron model demonstrates that more 
fluidic material behavior better predicts the observed mislocalization data. Lu et al 
(2006) (90) modeled neurons as viscoelastic Kelvin solids. Grevesse et al (2015) (91) found 
that neurites are more fluidic than the soma. Here, we modeled the neuron as a standard 
viscoelastic solid (see Figure 2.9 G) and set 𝐸& = 𝛽𝐸-. As 𝛽 increases, the material 
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behavior becomes more fluidic. For each set of plots: Left: Power-law description of 
measured creep behavior by Grevesse et al (blue solid line) vs the best standard model fit 
with the prescribed 𝛽 (orange dashed line). Right: Model-predicted work vs experimentally 
measured tau mislocalization (black: varied strain rate (see Figure 2.9 A-C), red: varied 
strain magnitude (see Figure 2.9 D-F). (a) 𝛽 = 10 (b) 𝛽 = 1 (c) 𝛽 = 0.1, (d) 𝛽 = 10,-, 


















Chapter 3. Orientation of Neurites Influences Severity of Mechanically-Induced Tau 
Pathology 
 
This chapter contains currently unpublished material submitted for publication to 
Biophysical Journal. Braun, N.J., D. Liao, and P.W. Alford. 2021. Orientation of Neurites 




Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) is a neurodegenerative disease associated 
with repeated traumatic brain injury (TBI). CTE is a tauopathy, in which cognitive decline 
is accompanied by the accumulation of neurofibrillary tangles of the protein tau in patients’ 
brains. We recently found that mechanical force alone can induce tau mislocalization to 
dendritic spines and loss of synaptic function in in vitro neuronal cultures with random cell 
organization. However, in the brain, neurons are highly aligned, so here we aimed to 
determine how neuronal organization influences early-stage tauopathy caused by 
mechanical injury. Using microfabricated cell culture constructs to control the growth of 
neurites and an in vitro simulated-TBI device to apply controlled mechanical deformation, 
we found that neuronal orientation with respect to the direction of a uniaxial high-strain 
rate stretch injury influences the degree of tau pathology in injured neurons. We found that 
a mechanical stretch applied parallel to the neurite alignment induces greater 
mislocalization of tau proteins to dendritic spines than does a stretch with the same strain 
applied perpendicular to the neurites.  Synaptic function, characterized by the amplitude of 
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miniature excitatory post-synaptic currents, was similarly decreased in neurons with 
neurites aligned parallel to stretch, while in neurons aligned perpendicular to stretch had 
little to no functional loss. Experimental injury parameters (strain, strain rate, direction of 
stretch) were combined with a standard viscoelastic solid model to show that, in our in 
vitro model, neurite work density during stretch correlates with tau mislocalization.  These 
findings suggest that, in a TBI, the magnitude of brain deformation is not wholly predictive 
of neurodegenerative consequences of TBI, but that deformation relative to local neuronal 
architecture and the neurite mechanical energy during injury are better metrics for 
predicting trauma-induced tauopathy. 
 
3.2 Introduction 
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a serious public health concern due to its association 
with long-term neurological degeneration and cognitive decline (112, 113). TBIs are 
typically caused by falls, automobile crashes, sports-related impacts, and military-related 
injuries. Recent epidemiological studies in the United States indicate that there are 
approximately 2.8 million TBI-related emergency department visits, hospitalizations, and 
deaths per year. Additionally, an estimated 5.3 million Americans are living with a 
disability that stems from a TBI (2, 4, 114). However, these statistics likely underestimate 
the true impact of TBI, as mild TBIs frequently go unreported, especially in instances of 
violence (115, 116). Much of the current attention being paid to TBIs is due to the 
observation of long-term neurological deficits in those who have sustained multiple TBIs 
in their lives (notably in former professional athletes and military veterans), associated with 
chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE). CTE is a neurodegenerative disease whose 
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clinical symptoms include behavioral changes, memory deficits, and other symptoms of 
cognitive decline (5–9). CTE is one of several neurodegenerative diseases characterized by 
the dysfunction of the tau protein in neurons, called tauopathies, and is currently only 
confirmable via autopsy diagnosis.  
Tau is a microtubule-associated protein that normally acts to stabilize microtubules 
and is involved in axonal transport in central nervous system neurons (67–69). Dense 
clusters of hyperphosphorylated tau, called neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), are used to 
diagnose CTE and other tauopathies (75, 76). In CTE, the NFTs tend to be most 
concentrated in the brain’s sulcal depths and in perivascular regions immediately 
surrounding blood vessels (8, 9, 15, 26, 76, 78). Computational models of TBI have shown 
that the strain experienced by these regions of the brain is amplified due to the geometry 
of the sulcus and the relative rigidity of blood vessels compared to brain tissue (66, 79). 
Studies of mechanical injury to axons suggest that strain is a primary determinant of 
neuronal damage and that different regions of the brain are disparately affected by strain 
(117–120). In vitro models of tauopathy (48, 49, 51, 72, 108) and TBI (66) have shown 
that tau becomes hyperphosphorylated and mislocalizes from axons to dendritic spines, 
where tau is not normally found. This mislocalization of tau leads to post-synaptic deficits 
due in part to AMPA-receptor internalization in the afflicted dendritic spine (48, 49, 51, 
66, 72, 108). We have previously shown that cell-scale tau pathology and synaptic deficits 
can be elicited by a high-strain rate mechanical injury (66).  
In situ, neurons are highly organized into various grey- and white-matter tracts. In 
vivo imaging of human brains during non-injurious head impacts have shown that distinct 
strain patterns emerge during impact that are dependent on these anisotropic architectural 
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differences (121). Computational models  of axonal injury have yielded similar results, 
concluding that strain in the direction of neuronal orientation is one of the most significant 
predictors of traumatic or diffuse axonal injury (122, 123), and that inclusion of neuronal 
tract architecture improves finite-element models of brain deformation (124–128). In vitro 
studies have further shown that nerve bundle geometry affects neuron functionality after 
mechanical trauma (61, 129, 130). Taken together, these data suggest that the relative 
orientation of neuronal alignment and brain deformation during injury is an important 
mediator of injury outcome. 
Here, using cultured hippocampal rat neurons, we report an in vitro tauopathy 
model of TBI that relates neuronal architecture and high-strain rate mechanical 
deformations to tau pathology and functional synaptic deficits. We find that neurons whose 
neurites are aligned parallel to stretch orientation showed significantly greater tau 
mislocalization than those aligned perpendicular to stretch or with no alignment when 
exposed to high strain rate strains. Loss of neuronal function, identified by miniature 
excitatory post-synaptic current (mEPSC) characteristics, was similarly greater in parallel 
aligned neurons. By combining TBI-simulation injury parameters (strain, strain rate, 
direction) with a standard viscoelastic solid material model and an image-based 
quantification of neuronal orientation, we calculated the work density during TBI-like 
stretching and found that total work density correlates with tau mislocalization, suggesting 
that tau mislocalization is mediated by mechanical energy during stretch. Taken together, 
these studies are an important step toward understanding the role of mechanical forces in 




3.3.1 Substrate patterning influences neurite architecture in vitro 
We previously developed an in vitro device to impart strains onto rat primary 
hippocampal neurons cultured on elastic membranes (Figure 3.1 A-B) (66). In our prior 
studies, the cells formed a monolayer with no discernable organization (Figure 3.2 A). 
Here, we aimed to direct neuronal organization to better mimic in vivo neural tracts by 
micropatterning ridges into PDMS-coated elastic membranes (Figure 3.2 B). Neurites of 
neurons seeded on the ridged substrates primarily aligned parallel to the ridges, resulting 
in cellular architecture that was distinct from neurons seeded on non-patterned substrates 
(Figure 3.2 C-E). 
 
3.3.2 Neuronal alignment in vitro influences tau pathology caused by high strain-rate 
stretching 
 To investigate the effect of neuronal architecture on tau pathology, we used our 
custom-designed cell stretcher to simulate a TBI, in vitro, by applying high strain rate 
deformations to primary hippocampal neurons. Neurons were patterned so that neurites 
aligned parallel to or perpendicular to stretch, or they were left unpatterned so that neurite 
alignment was random (Figure 3.2 E). We co-transfected neurons with DsRed and WT-
Tau-GFP plasmids to track the localization of tau within the neuron following a mechanical 
injury, allowing observation of tau mislocalization to dendritic spines (Figure 3.3 A-B). 
Neurons were exposed to a single stretch with a strain rate (𝜀̇) of 1000%/s at a magnitude 
of 5%, 10%, or 20% strain (𝜀). Unstretched neurons showed a minimal amount of 
mislocalization in both patterned and unpatterned cells (Figure 3.4 A). Consistent with our 
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previous results, neurons with no preferred alignment showed increased tau mislocalization 
with increased strain magnitude. Neurons aligned parallel to stretch showed a similar 
relationship between tau and stretch, but the overall levels of tau mislocalization were 
higher for each prescribed injury level. Conversely, neurons aligned perpendicular to the 
stretch showed low levels of tau mislocalization in the control, 5% strain, and 10% strain 
conditions, and only showed a substantial increase in mislocalization at 20% strain (albeit 
still lower than the unaligned and parallel neurons) (Figure 3.4 B-E). These data suggest 
that neuronal injury, as characterized by tau mislocalization, is dependent on cellular 
architecture and correlated with the magnitude of the strain along the long axis of the 
neurites. 
 
3.3.3 Loss of synaptic function following high velocity stretch is dependent on neuron 
architecture 
In vitro models of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (48, 49, 51, 72) and our previous in 
vitro model of TBI (66) showed that tau mislocalization in neurons, induced by either a 
familial AD mutation or mechanical injury, was associated with synaptic deficits. Thus, 
we aimed to assess the impact of neuronal architecture-associated differences in 
mislocalization on these synaptic impairments following simulated TBI. Using whole-cell 
patch clamp, we recorded mEPSCs, which can be used as a proxy for synaptic functionality 
and health (Figure 3.5 A). We applied an intermediate stretch (𝜀 = 10%, 𝜀̇ = 1000%/𝑠), 
at which our tau mislocalization experiments showed differential degrees of tau pathology 
between alignment groups. Consistent with our previous results, twenty-four hours after 
injury, we observed a statistically significant decrease in mEPSC amplitude, indicative of 
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post-synaptic dysfunction, between unstretched-unaligned neurons and stretched-
unaligned neurons. In aligned neurons, we observed a significant decrease in mEPSC 
amplitude between unstretched neurons and neurons stretched parallel to neurite 
alignment, but not in those stretched perpendicular to neurite alignment (Figure 3.5 B, D-
F). mEPSC frequency, which is indicative of pre-synaptic function, was not significantly 
affected by stretch (Figure 3.5 C, D-F). These data suggest that architecture-dependent tau 
mislocalization results in architecture-dependent post-synaptic deficit following 
mechanical injury. 
 
3.3.4 Tau mislocalization is associated with mechanical energy during stretching 
In our previous study, we found that tau mislocalization is both strain magnitude 
and strain rate dependent (66). This finding is consistent with other studies showing that 
neurites exhibit viscoelastic behavior (87–89, 131, 132). We modeled the neurite as a 
standard 1-D viscoelastic solid oriented parallel to the primary alignment of the neurite and 
determined the work density done on all neurites during stretching (Figure 3.6 A-B). In 
this model, neurites aligned parallel to stretch underwent substantially higher work than 
those aligned perpendicular to stretch (Figure 3.6 C), so, as expected neurons patterned to 
align parallel to stretch underwent higher mean work than unpatterned and perpendicularly 
patterned neurons (Figure 3.6 D). When neurons from our previous study were included 
(all unpatterned, but stretched with differing strains and strain rates), a distinct relationship 
between neurite work density and tau mislocalization was observed (Figure 3.6 E). These 
data suggest that the tau mislocalization observed following stretch is mediated by the 
mechanical energy added to the neurons during deformation. 
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3.4 Discussion 
During TBI, neural tissues undergo high strain rate deformation throughout the 
brain that causes damage to neurons and glia (53, 93, 94, 96, 133). Brain injuries are not 
uniform, however, due to the anisotropic nature of the brain at both the tissue and cellular 
scale (117, 121, 126). Neurons and brain tissue behave viscoelastically, and brain injury is 
a function of both strain and strain rate of the tissue (87–89, 131, 132). Computational 
models of brain deformation during TBI show that strains are greatest in the sulcal depths 
and perivasculature regions, where geometric qualities or material differences between 
brain and vascular tissue contribute to heightened strain, respectively (66, 79). These same 
regions of the brain exhibit heightened presence of NFTs in CTE patient autopsies, 
suggesting that mechanical strain is the primary driver of NFT accumulation in TBI. 
Notably, neurons in the sulcal depths (and the cortex as a whole) are highly aligned into 
columnar architectures that are arranged perpendicular to the cortical surface (35–37). 
Here, we demonstrated that this cellular architecture may play an important role in 
determining the degree of mechanically-induced tauopathy caused by TBI. 
 Cellular architecture plays an important role in a wide range of cellular functions, 
including migration (134), cytoskeletal force generation (135, 136), and action potential 
propagation (137). Here, by stretching aligned neurons cultured on elastic substrates, we 
quantified the degree to which cellular architecture affects the tauopathic and synaptic 
consequences of TBI. In our previous study (66), regardless of neurite orientation, tau 
mislocalization to dendritic spines was observed in neurons exposed to large (ε = 20%) 
strains with large strain rates (𝜀 ̇= 1000%/s).  Here, at lower strains (ε = 10%), however, 
the degree of tauopathy was notably dependent on alignment of the neurites with stretch. 
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These data suggest that the consequences of head injury depend not only on magnitude of 
the blow, but on the orientation of the force.  
Our studies re-affirmed and extended previous results indicating that tau 
mislocalization is associated with functional synaptic deficits in affected neurons. We have 
reported previously in models of AD (51), Parkinson’s disease (138), frontotemporal 
dementia with parkinsonism-17  (49), and TBI (66), that tau mislocalization to dendritic 
spines is associated with postsynaptic deficits. Here, a similar effect was observed, as 
decreased mEPSC amplitudes coincided with higher levels of tau mislocalization, 
suggesting that mechanically-driven tau mislocalization decreases the number of AMPA 
receptors present on a dendritic spine (102, 108). mEPSC amplitude decreases were also 
apparent in neurons aligned parallel to stretch. But, in neurons aligned perpendicular to 
stretch, the decreases were not significant. Interestingly, unlike at high strain (ε = 20%) 
which we have previously studied (66), mechanical stretching at a lower strain (ε = 10%) 
caused minimal impairment in presynaptic function (mESPC frequency), suggesting that 
postsynaptic functions are more vulnerable to some consequences of mechanical stretching 
than presynaptic functions. We saw a uniform (non-significant) decrease in frequency in 
all groups exposed to stretch, which did not correlate with the non-uniform tau 
mislocalization.  
 The mechanisms by which mechanical injury leads to CTE are not well-understood. 
In healthy neurons, tau is located on axonal microtubules, but in chronic neurodegenerative 
tauopathies like AD, tau becomes hyperphosphorylated and mislocalizes to dendritic 
spines (48, 49, 51, 72, 108). Our results suggest that mechanical injury accelerates the 
mislocalization process, leaving the injured neurons phenotypically similar to those in 
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chronic tauopathies. Prior in vitro and in silico studies have shown that mechanical forces 
can induce microtubule rupture, resulting in neurite collapse, characterized by focal 
swelling (107, 120, 139, 140). While we did not observe focal swelling, our model suggests 
a similar mechanism, wherein cytoskeletal damage occurs when mechanical energy 
exceeds a threshold value, which results in tau release from microtubules. Further study is 
needed to better elucidate this pathway. 
 Finally, these results have potential clinically-translatable importance. A number 
of studies have been performed correlating the whole-head acceleration during impact with 
brain deformation and clinical outcomes (141–144). Our results suggest that neural 
architectures and mechanical energy added to a neuron during deformation are key factors 
mediating tauopathy after TBI at the cellular level. This cellular injury model, combined 
with comprehensive mapping of brain geometry and neuronal architecture within the brain, 
may prove useful as a component of an injury prediction model for victims of TBI in its 
various forms (145, 146). Understanding how the basic cellular subunits of the brain are 
affected by high-strain deformations is crucial in creating a biomechanical framework for 
computational TBI models and developing future clinical interventions.  
 
3.5 Methods 
3.5.1 Cell culture construct preparation 
Standard photolithography techniques were used to created PDMS stamps 
patterned with a linear array of 5 µm raised features (147–150). 15 µm raised features were 
separated by 100 µm gaps, creating an array of linear channels. PDMS stamps were then 
placed into a vacuum desiccator with a petri dish that contained approximately 400 µL of 
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trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO) and left 
overnight to create a self-assembled monolayer of silane, which allows for easier release 
of the stamps from cured PDMS (151). The high-velocity stretching constructs were 
prepared for neuronal culture by first spin-coating a 10 µm thick layer of 1:1 Sylgard 527 
PDMS (Ellsworth Adhesives, Germantown, WI) onto 2” x 3” rectangles of 0.010” thick 
silicone sheeting (SMI, Saginaw, MI). To emboss linear channels into membranes, the 
silanized PDMS stamps were delicately placed into the uncured PDMS layer and allowed 
to cure in an 80°C oven for at least two hours. After curing, the PDMS stamps were 
carefully removed and the membranes were suspended in tension between two custom-
designed stainless-steel brackets (Oakdale Precision, Saint Paul, MN). A 1:10 Sylgard 184 
PDMS (Ellsworth Adhesives, Germantown, WI) ring was then adhered to the membrane 
to contain culture media upon seeding of neurons. The assembled constructs were treated 
with a UVO-Cleaner (Jelight Co. Inc., Irvine, CA) for eight minutes and then incubated in 
a solution of 100 µg/mL poly-D-lysine and 4 µg/mL laminin (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, 
MO) overnight to promote cellular adhesion. 
 
3.5.2 Cell isolation and culture 
 Primary hippocampal neurons were harvested from neonatal Hsd:Sprague Dawley 
rat pups as previously described (Envigo, Indianapolis, IN) (110). The hippocampal 
sections were isolated and pooled together into Earl’s Balanced Medium with 1 mM D-
glucose that was chilled on ice. Tissues were then digested and the resulting cells were 
seeded onto the stretching constructs at a density of approximately 106 cells per construct 
in plating media (minimal essential media with Earle’s salts, 10 mM HEPES, 10 mM 
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sodium pyruvate, 0.5 mM glutamine, 12.5 µM glutamate, 10% FBS and 0.6% glucose) 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Walthan, MA). The day of harvest and plating was denoted as 
day-in-vitro 1 or DIV1. Four hours after plating, the media was replaced with fresh plating 
media to remove debris and non-adherent or dead cells. 24 hours after plating (DIV2), the 
media was replaced with NbActive1 neuron culture media (BrainBits LLC, Springfield, 
IL). Cells were kept in a 37°C, 5% CO2 incubation environment for the duration of 
experiments. 50% of the media was removed and replaced with fresh NbActiv1 media on 
a weekly basis.   
 
3.5.3 High-speed stretching of neurons 
A linear motor (PS01-23x80F/100x160-HP-R, LinMot USA, Elkhorn, WI) was 
used to perform mechanical deformations of cultured hippocampal neurons seeded on our 
custom-designed cell culture constructs. The motor applied a high strain rate uniaxial injury 
to neurons by displacing one of the stretchable cell culture construct brackets. Finite control 
over strain (𝜖) and strain rate (𝜖̇) allowed us to perform a variety of injury simulations. 
Single stretches were performed with 𝜖 = 0	𝑡𝑜	20% and 𝜖̇ = 1000	%/𝑠. This setup was 
used to deform all neurons in the study, including neurons aligned parallel to the stretch, 
perpendicular to the stretch, and neurons that were unaligned.  
 
3.5.4 Transfection constructs 
 The DsRed construct used was expressed in the pRK5 vector and driven by a 
cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter. The human-tau construct used in this study was 
expressed in the pRK5 vector, tagged with enhanced GFP on the N-terminus, and driven 
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by a CMV promoter (Clontech, Inc., Mountain View, CA). This WT-Tau-GFP construct 
encoded for human 4R tau lacking the N-terminal sequences (4R0N) and contained exons 
1, 4-5, 7, and 9-13, intron 13, and exon 14. 
 
3.5.5 Transfection and cellular imaging 
 Neurons were transfected with DsRed and WT-Tau-GFP using a standard calcium 
phosphate transfection method at DIV7 (111). Neurons were transfected at a 2:1 ratio of 
DsRed to WT-Tau-GFP. DsRed was used to visualize the morphology of the neurons, 
including the dendritic spines, while WT-Tau-GFP was used to track the localization of tau 
within the neuron. Transfected cells were allowed to mature for three weeks before 
experimentation. On DIV30, 24 hours after a stretch was applied, the neuron-containing 
constructs were mounted on a custom-designed platform above a Nikon inverted 
epifluorescent microscope. Images were collected using a 40x water immersion objective 
lens. 15-image stacks with a 0.5-micron step in the z-direction were acquired using a 
computerized focus motor and MetaMorph Imaging System (Universal Imaging 
Corporation, Bedford Hills, NY). After acquisition, stacks were processed using 
MetaMorph’s 2D nearest-neighbors deconvolution method before out-of-focus slices were 
removed. The remaining slices of the stack were then averaged into a single image. DsRed 
and WT-Tau-GFP imaged were overlaid and colorized using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe 
Inc, San Jose, CA) to count dendritic spines and dendritic spines that contained tau. Each 
spine was treated as a datapoint with a binary outcome (tau present or no tau present) and 




 Miniature excitatory post-synaptic currents (mEPSCs) were recorded from 
hippocampal neurons at DIV30 using 5 megaohm glass pipettes. Whole-cell recording was 
performed with a holding potential of -55 mV (49). Recordings lasted up to five minutes, 
and were done using an Axopatch 200B amplifier and pClamp 11 (Molecular Devices, San 
Jose, CA). For each second recorded, a sweep of 200 ms was sampled. Recordings were 
filtered at 1 kHz and the gain was set to α = 1. Before recording, neurons were rinsed three 
times with artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) at room temperature. 2 mL of ACSF was 
left in each construct during recording. ACSF was comprised of 119 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM 
KCl, 5.0 mM CaCl2, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 26.2 mM NaHCO3, 1 mM NaH2PO4 and 11 mM 
glucose. Additionally, ACSF was supplemented with 100 µM APV (an NMDAR 
antagonist), 1 µM TTX (a sodium channel blocker), and 100 µM picrotoxin (GABAa 
receptor antagonist) and bubbled with 95% O2-5% CO2 for 20 minutes before experiments. 
The glass patch pipette was filled with an internal solution comprised of 100 mM cesium 
gluconate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM ATP, 0.3 mM GTP, and 40 mM HEPES 
(pH 7.2 with CsOH) (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO). Each individual mEPSC was 
manually identified using MiniAnalysis software (Synaptosoft Inc, Fort Lee, NJ) based on 
a threshold amplitude of 3 pA, a characteristic fast-rising phase, and a slow decaying phase 
indicative of mEPSCs. The average amplitude of mEPSCs and the overall frequency of 





3.5.7 Viscoelastic model of neurite deformation 
 Mechanical energy added to the dendritic spine during injury was determined by 
calculating the work density (work per unit volume) done on the cell during stretching, as 
described in our previous manuscript (66). Local neurite orientation angle (𝜃) relative to 
stretch orientation throughout the neuron was determined using DsRed images of 
individual neurons and a custom MATLAB code (135, 136, 152, 153). The local strain (𝜖) 
parallel to neurite alignment was taken as a function of applied strain (𝜖4<<1!/=), such that 
𝜖 = 𝜖4<<1!/= cos- 𝜃 
Neurons act as viscoelastic Kelvin solids (90), but neurites become more fluidic with 
increasing stress (91). To capture both of these observations, we modeled the neurite as a 









𝜖     (2) 
where 𝜎 is the stress, 𝜖 is the strain, ?̇? and 𝜖̇ are the stress and strain rates, respectively, 𝐸& 
and 𝐸- are the moduli of the springs and 𝜂& is the viscosity of the dashpot. 𝐸&, 𝐸-, and 𝜂& 
were determined by simulating a creep test previously reported by Grevesse et al (91), and 
fitting the parameters to their results using least squares fitting (66). This method yielded: 
𝐸& = 1.133 × 10>, 𝐸- = 1.133 × 10$, and 𝜂& = 8.876 × 10$. 
To model neurite stretching, we let 𝜖 and 𝜖̇ match those applied experimentally and 
calculated 𝜎 using Eq (2) and finite differences. The work density (𝑤) was taken as  
𝑤 = ∫𝜎	𝑑𝜖      (3) 
over the period from the initiation of stretch to the time at which 𝜖 is at its peak value. 
Whole-neuron mean work density is reported. 
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3.5.8 Statistical analyses 
 To quantify tau mislocalization, the total number of dendritic spines and the number 
of dendritic spines containing an observable tau presence were recorded (spines and spines 
with tau were summed from all recorded images in each treatment group). The fraction of 
dendritic spines containing tau was calculated from these two numbers. A Chi-squared test 
for multiple proportions was used to assess for statistical differences between treatment 
groups, followed by two-proportion pooled z-tests to determine pairwise statistically 
significant differences between each of the treatment groups. For electrophysiology data 
(mEPSC amplitude and frequency) and mean work density vs strain data, one-way 
ANOVA was used to test for variance between all groups, followed thereafter by a Tukey 
post-hoc test for pairwise comparisons. For cumulative frequency distributions, 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) tests were used to compare mEPSC amplitude and period 
distributions between unstretched cells and stretched groups (unaligned, parallel, and 
perpendicular). The ratio of the K-S test statistic (D) to the statistical critical value (Dcrit) 
is reported in the figure captions. All tests had statistical significance set for α = 0.05. Chi-
squared tests, two-proportion pooled z-tests, ANOVA, and Tukey tests were performed 
using SigmaPlot 11.0 (Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA). K-S tests were performed using 
Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, Seattle, WA). 
 
3.5.9 Animal usage 
 The breeding, handling and usage of rats and mice have been approved by the 
Intuitional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the University of Minnesota 
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(Protocol #1809-36344A). Rat pups (< 1 week old) were decapitated to harvest brain 




Figure 3.1: In vitro TBI simulations are performed on elastic cell culture constructs. 
(A) A neuron-containing elastic substrate was deformed at high speeds by a linear motor. 
(B) The elastic substrate upon which neurons were cultured was comprised of an elastic 
membrane layer spin-coated with Sylgard 527 PDMS and surface-coated with poly-D-




Figure 3.2: Embossing PDMS ridges onto cell culture constructs allows for 
preferential alignment of neuron growth along a chosen axis. (A) Without alignment, 
neurons form an unorganized monolayer on cell culture constructs. (B) Method for 
embossing ridges onto elastic membranes using a PDMS stamp. (C) Neurons aligned 
parallel to the axis of stretch. (D) Neurons aligned perpendicular to the axis of stretch. (E) 
Fluorescent images of neurons in the three alignment states (left) with accompanying 






Figure 3.3: Tau mislocalizes to dendritic spines and ultimately aggregates into NFTs 
in tauopathies. (A) Post-synaptic neuron with tau bound to its axonal microtubules 
(bottom left magnification). Synapses with pre-synaptic neurons occur at the dendritic 
spines (top right magnification). Hyperphosphorylated tau that has mislocalized to and 
aggregated within a dendritic spine, where it interferes with AMPA receptor trafficking 
(bottom right magnification). (B) A representative neuron transfected to express DsRed 
and WT-Tau-GFP fluorescent proteins (left). A dendrite without significant tau 
mislocalization to dendritic spines (top right) and a dendrite with tau mislocalization to 




Figure 3.4: Tau mislocalization driven by mechanical injury is dependent on cellular 
architecture and injury severity. (A-D) Representative images of cultured rat 
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hippocampal neurons transfected with DsRed (left), WT-Tau-GFP (center). Images 
overlaid to assess tau mislocalization (right). Alignment configurations relative to the axis 
of stretch: perpendicular (top), unaligned (middle), parallel (bottom). (A) Unstretched 
neurons. (B) Neurons stretched to 5% strain at 1000%/s. (C) Neurons stretched to 10% 
strain at 1000%/s. (D) Neurons stretched to 20% strain at 1000%/s. (E) Quantification of 
tau mislocalization, measured as fraction of spines with tau present. (mean +/- stdev). 
(spines/images): 0-perpendicular = 412/10, 0-unaligned = 273/13, 0-parallel = 413/10, 5-
perpendicular = 352/10, 5-unaligned = 1134/18 , 5-parallel = 428/12 , 10-perpendicular = 
216/10 , 10-unaligned = 219/10, 10-parallel = 205/10, 20-perpendicular = 951/17, 20-
unaligned = 319/11, 20-parallel = 507/16. # indicates statistical difference from other 
alignments within a strain group, * indicates statistical difference between unstretched cells 
in a given alignment, P<0.05. Note: 0-perpendicular and 0-parallel are the same data point, 
as cells are simply aligned without a stretch. Additionally, all images were cropped and 
rotated for efficiency. A perfect left-to-right stretch from the shown perspective only 




Figure 3.5: Neuron synaptic function after exposure to a stretch injury is dependent 
on architectural alignment. (A) Representative mEPSCs from each of the five stretch and 
alignment combinations (all stretches were 10% strain, 1000%/s). (B) Quantification of 
mEPSC amplitudes (black line: median, pink line: mean, box: 25%-75%, whisker: 10%-
90%). (C) Quantification of mEPSC frequency (black line: median, blue: mean, box: 25%-
75%, whisker: 10%-90%). (D) Cumulative frequency distribution of mEPSC amplitudes 
(left) and peak-to-peak periods (right) of unstretched-unaligned neurons vs stretched-
unaligned neurons. (E) Cumulative frequency distribution of mEPSC amplitudes (left) and 
peak-to-peak periods (right) of unstretched-aligned neurons vs stretched-parallel neurons. 
(D) Cumulative frequency distribution of mEPSC amplitudes (left) and peak-to-peak 
periods (right) of unstretched-aligned neurons vs stretched-perpendicular neurons. 
(cells/mEPSCs): unstretched-unaligned = 13/2581, stretched-unaligned = 13/2231, 
unstretched-aligned = 11/2153, stretched-parallel = 11/1907, stretched-perpendicular = 
11/1782. All plots: * denotes P<0.05. 
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Figure 3.6: Viscoelastic model of stretched neurons demonstrates that mechanical 
work during injury causes tau mislocalization. (A) Example injury protocol for 
simulating TBI on neurons with strain (ε) and strain rate (𝜀̇). (B) Standard linear solid 
model of viscoelasticity used to model neuron mechanical behavior. (C) Fluorescent 
images of neurons in the three alignment states (left) and heat maps showing work density 
done on the neuron from a ε = 20%, 𝜀̇ = 1000%/s stretch (right). (D) Quantification of 
mean work density, measured by averaging the mean work density of each imaged in an 
experimental group (mean +/- stdev). (images): 5-perpendicular = 10, 5-unaligned = 18, 5-
parallel = 12, 10-perpendicular = 10, 10-unaligned = 10, 10-parallel = 10, 20-perpendicular 
= 17, 20-unaligned = 11, 20-parallel = 16. # indicates statistical difference from other 
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alignments within a strain group, P<0.05. (E) Experimentally-derived tau mislocalization 
vs mean work density done on a neuron during injury. Black points are new data from this 
study. Blue points are images from Braun, et al. PNAS, 2020, that were re-analyzed using 
this study’s methods. The two points with a mean work density of zero represent the 
average (+/- stdev) tau mislocalization of all unstretched control neurons from both studies 
(n = 585 spines from this study, n = 1559 spines from Braun, et al. PNAS, 2020) (66). 
Modelled fit is based on a Hill equation (dose-response curve) and does not include the 
unstretched cells from each study (points with mean work density of zero). Note: cell somas 
were removed from images in (C) so that their rounded morphology would not affect 















Chapter 4. Conclusion 
4.1 Summary 
 The research described herein has led to three main conclusions: 1) the early 
pathological loci of NFTs in CTE brains are regions of high deformation during injury, 2) 
the mechanical energy associated with high strain rate deformation, relative to local 
neuronal architecture, can induce tau mislocalization to dendritic spines and synaptic 
deficits in cultured rat hippocampal neurons, and 3) these cellular changes are mediated 
through tau hyperphosphorylation and can be reversed through inhibition of GSK3𝛽 and 
CDK5 or genetic deletion of tau. 
 
4.2 Impact 
 Soldiers and athletes exposed to frequent traumatic brain injuries have increased 
likelihood of developing a number of neurodegenerative diseases, including CTE. Through 
these works, we have characterized a portion of the neurocellular consequences of 
mechanical trauma and hypothesized how cell-scale dysfunction can manifest into tissue-
scale disease and cognitive decline. By showing that tau mislocalization and some synaptic 
deficits can be mitigated by inhibiting hyperphosphorylation of tau by GSK3𝛽 and CDK5 
kinases we have identified a potential therapeutic pathway that could be exploited to lessen 
some of the deleterious effects of TBI. Additionally, we have proposed a unique 
mechanistic model relating the amount of energy imparted on neurons to the tauopathic 
and synaptic consequences of TBI. This model may prove useful in predicting the 
neurodegenerative consequences of TBI based on the affected region of the brain and local 
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tissue and cellular architecture. As a whole, this work combines neuroscience and 
engineering techniques to improve our understanding of TBI and tauopathy. 
 
4.3 Future directions 
 The work presented herein represents only the beginning stages of what could 
become a very productive investigation into TBI and CTE. Our methods could be improved 
greatly by increasing the experimental throughput to speed up analysis and allow for more 
experimental treatments at once. In terms of cell culture constructs, the current stretching 
constructs are rather large and only contain one chamber for cells to grow in. This results 
in a logistical problem of overcrowded cell-culture incubators and a limit to the number of 
treatments that can be studied during a given experimental run. This process could be 
improved by devising a multi-chambered stretching construct so that a variety of 
pharmaceuticals could be screened during a given experiment. Additionally, the image 
collection phase is currently done manually and is very time-consuming. By utilizing a 
microscope with an automated stage and/or computational cell detection capabilities, 
fluorescent images of transfected neurons could be acquired at a greater rate, allowing for 
more data collection. Constructing a TBI simulation device that mounts onto a microscope 
stage would also give the opportunity to capture the immediate cellular response to TBI, 
as opposed to the delayed measurement utilized in this work. 
 Finally, as with most in vitro work, it would be extremely valuable to replicate this 
work in an in vivo model. To this end, I constructed an in vivo TBI device for use on 
anesthetized rats that could be utilized in future research efforts. This device uses a similar 
linear motor as our in vitro stretcher that can be used to precisely and reproducibly induce 
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a mechanical deformation on a rat brain (after surgically drilling a small hole in the skull). 
Immunohistochemistry could then be used to assess the tauopathic or histological 
consequences of injury. Additionally, the electrophysiology experiments performed in this 
work could be recreated using brain slices from injured rats in an effort to validate previous 
in vitro results. Ultimately, the goal of this research is to improve the current state-of-
knowledge on TBI and CTE, and the results outlined previously represent just the first 
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